The explanation of

The Passover

Art-Peace

In this Art-Peace called “The Passover” we will be discovering some things of astronomical proportions.
Let's get right into it. The scientific notation for the speed of light is exactly 2.99 times 10 to the 8th
power. Giving you the speed of light in meters per second.
There are two Hebrew words in the Center of this art-piece. The word on top means To cry out or crying
out. This word has a numerical value of 265. This is why you will see the number 265 written vertically to
the right. Below this Hebrew word is another word written in Hebrew. This word when translated means
The Passover and its numerical value is 153. This is why you will see the number 153 written vertically to
the right as well.
Now if you divide the Word for crying out at 265 over The passover at 153 you get 1.732 and some
floating points, which is denoted as the letter A in this art piece. Then below this is A squared which is
2.99 then multiply that times ten to the 8th power and you get the speed of light. Yes you can calculate
the speed of light with this art piece called The Passover. However Let us dig a bit deeper into The
Passover itself.
The Passover is in fact the first full Moon in the first month on the Hebrew calendar. Now to prove that
the Hebrew Alphabet and the Holy Torah, The Hebrew Bible is of Divine Origin. The Passover, the first
full moon of the first month literally determines how many full moons there are in a year. Let me explain.
Every 3 years there is a 13th moon which means that there isn't always 12 full moons per year. This is
the concept of the leap year and different cultures handle it different ways. However, astronomically
speaking since theres either 12 or 13 full moons in the year, according to science the exact mathematical
average amount of full moons there are in a year which would be between the number 12 and the number
13 is exactly 12.369. Now to see why “The Passover” Moon is of Divine Origin literally determining the
average amount of full moons there are in a year. The Passover again has a numerical value of 153. You
will notice if you square root 153, or you square root The Passover the first full moon of the first month
of the religious calendar of the Hebrews you will get the exact scientific mathematical average amount
of full moons there are in a year which is 12.369. And this is the only number in all of existence which
just so happens to also give you the average amount of full moons there are in a year when you square
root the number, and I dont think that the Passover having this same numerical value is a coincidence. It
is truly astronomical. This is Math, this is Science, this is Creation, this is Torah. This is enough to prove
that the Hebrew Bible is of Divine Origin and that there is in fact the and that there is in fact one
Divine Creator of Heaven & Earth. This is proof of intelligent design!
May we bless Adonai the King, may we Fear His Holy Name & Remember the Torah of His servant
Moses.

The Hebrew Alphabet is the Genetic Fabric of the Universe, the Holy Torah is the
Mirrored Reflection of Pure Divine Will (God) in the Cosmos, and may the Light of the
Holy Torah fall like rain upon the Earth.
Amen!
May this Art-Peace shed the Light and Truth of the Holy Torah upon all those who
See it and Hear the Words their in. May this Art spark Holy conversations that are
pleasing to our KING!
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